
Emerging and adapting, newly formed life evolves on a decaying creature.

Ages 12+  4 Players  20 minutes

Objective
The goal in Saprobiont is to accumulate the most Biomass for your species to avoid extinction. Players earn 
Biomass by controlling Zones as well as by other species-specific means. The player with the most Biomass at 
the end of the game wins.

Contents
Game Board
4 x Species mats
Instructions

Assembly
Print out the game board.

Print out the four species mats. Two are included on each page. Cut the pages in half to separate all four 
species mats.

This game requires four sets of tokens (not included) for the four different species:

• The Swarm: 24 tokens
• The Shredder: 35 tokens
• The Canker: 35 tokens
• The Ampulex: 15 tokens

These tokens are used to represent population on the species mats and game board.

You will need paper and pens or pencils, to keep score.



Species Mat Layout

1. The position in the play order
2. The name of the species
3. A helpful hint
4. Token placement circles
5. The number of tokens to place in the circle

Game Board Layout
1. A Zone
2. An impassable barrier



Set up
Place the game board in the middle of a table.

Each of the four players takes a species mat, and a pen and paper to record their Biomass.

Players should arrange to sit in the order specified on each Species Mat (see Species Mat Layout).

Each player takes the tokens for their species. They should set up tokens on each of the circles on their species 
mat, with the number of tokens equal to the number shown in each circle. The Canker will have extra tokens 
left over. Each player will have 5 groups of tokens, except The Swarm player who will have 10 groups of 
tokens.

General Play Summary
Starting with The Swarm, players take turns in clockwise order. Each player will take five turns in the game.

Each species has rules that are exceptions to the normal rules, but below is the general sequence.

On each player's turn, they take one group of tokens from their Species Mat and place the group in one of the 
ten Zones(see Zone Control) on the board. If the player already has tokens on the board, they may only place 
tokens in Zones adjacent to Zones they already control. If the player has no tokens on the board, they may 
place their tokens in any Zone.

Standard Combat
If tokens are placed on a Zone that is already controlled by another player, tokens are removed from 
both players' token groups within the contested Zone, one for one, until either the tokens from only  
one species remain or all tokens are removed and the Zone becomes uncontrolled (see Zone Control).

Zone Control
A Zone is considered to be controlled by a player when that player has tokens within its boundaries 
(see  Game  Board  Layout).  Any  Zone  that  has  no  tokens  within  its  bounds  is  considered  an 
uncontrolled Zone and can be assimilated by any player without conflict. During a conflict, the Zone 
involved in the conflict becomes a contested Zone. After a conflict, a Zone is controlled by the player 
with tokens remaining within its boundaries. If no player is within the Zone’s boundaries, the Zone 
becomes uncontrolled.

At the end of each player’s turn they receive Biomass for each Zone they control. 

The winner is the player with the most Biomass at the end of the game.



Detailed Play Instructions
Players take turns moving clockwise, following the order of:
The Swarm →  The Shredder →  The Canker →  The Ampulex.

Each player will take five turns in the game.

Note: The Swarm has ten circles, and will use two each turn.

Turn Process
1. Select a group of tokens from any one of the circles on your Species Mat.

Select a Zone on the board at which to place your tokens.

In your first turn, you may place tokens into any uncontrolled Zone.

In subsequent turns, you may place your tokens in either a Zone you already control, or a Zone adjacent to one 
you already control.

If a player is completely removed from the board, they may place tokens into any zone in their next turn, 
including zones controlled by other players. (Note: many species become stronger when removed from the 
board.)

2. If you place your tokens in an uncontrolled Zone, continue to step 4.

3. If you place your tokens in an already controlled Zone, this results in a conflict. Follow the instructions for 
each species:

Swarm - Use Standard Combat rules.

Shredder - Use Standard Combat rules. In addition, for each enemy The Shredder destroys through 
Standard Combat, they receive one Biomass.

The Canker - All of the tokens in the Zone become The Canker’s tokens. Replace them with new 
tokens of the Canker’s color.

The Ampulex - Move all enemy tokens out of the Zone into an adjacent enemy controlled Zone of 
your choice. If the moved enemy tokens are moved into a Zone not controlled by them, the moved 
enemy tokens will fight the tokens in their new destination using the Standard Combat rules. For 
each token removed as a result of The Ampulex’s actions, they receive one Biomass.

4. The Swarm places tokens twice each turn, unlike the other species which only place tokens once each turn. 
The Swarm player is to repeat steps 1-3 for a second time. Note: the second move is allowed to extend from 
the first, allowing The Swarm to cover large distances.

5. After finishing your turn you receive two Biomass for each Zone you control (see Zone Control). If you 
are The Swarm and you control four or more Zones, you gain three Biomass for every Zone you control 
(instead of two).



After five rounds of play, all of the players will run out of token groups on their Species Mats and the game is 
over.

Victory

When the game ends, The Canker player counts all of their tokens on the board and adds that number to their 
Biomass.

The player with the highest Biomass count wins the game.

Credits
Lead/Game Designer: Carl de Visser.
Game Designers: Matt Buist, Matthew Gatland, James Hannam.
Artists/Graphic Design: Max Schulz, Kerry Simpson.

License

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported 
License.

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/
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